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Abstract 

In 2019, the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center, 
Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL), used its Ship-Tow Simulator 
(STS) to perform a navigation study to assist APTIM Environmental and 
Infrastructure, Inc. This project was used to help with the evaluation of a 
channel modification alternative for barge traffic transiting the Houma 
Navigation Canal (HNC) Lock Complex (TE-113) near Dulac, Louisiana. 
The study considered the impacts to navigation associated with the 
addition of a lock structure adjacent to the existing floodwalls and 250-
foot swing gate flood control structure (The Bubba Dove flood gate) on the 
HNC.  

The CHL STS is a real-time simulator, which means there is not a time 
scale and events on the simulator happen at the same rate as real life. A 
variety of environmental forces act upon the ship during the simulation 
transit (e.g., currents, wind, waves, bathymetry, and ship-to-ship 
interaction). 

Ship simulation testing of the project was conducted at CHL over a 2-week 
period from January through February 2019. The simulations involved a 
1,200-horsepower towboat with a 6-pack barge configuration in loaded 
and ballast conditions.  

Results in the form of track plots and pilot questionnaires were reviewed 
to develop final conclusions and recommendations. 

 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. 
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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1 Introduction 

Project background and existing conditions 

The Houma Navigation Canal (HNC) Lock Complex project is located 
within Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana, near the city of Houma (Figure 1). 
The HNC is a man-made channel that provides access from the Gulf 
Intracoastal Waterway to the Gulf of Mexico at Houma, Louisiana. The 
proposed HNC Lock Complex is shown in Figure 2. The HNC Lock 
Complex will be located approximately at mile 20 of the federally 
authorized channel, 4 miles south of Dulac, Louisiana. At the location of 
the project, the width of the HNC is approximately 945 feet (ft) at the 
water surface. The bottom of the HNC is between elevation (EL) -18.0 ft 
and EL -20.0 ft (North American Vertical Datum of 1988 [NAVD88]) with 
a width of approximately 200 ft. The authorized channel dimensions are 
EL -16.0 ft (NAVD88) with a width of 125 ft at that depth.  

The Bubba Dove barge gate was constructed with local sales tax revenue 
and state funds at a total cost of 50 million dollars. The barge gate is 273 ft 
long, 60 ft wide, and 42 ft tall (extending from a depth of -24 ft to an 
elevation 18 ft above sea level). The Bubba Dove barge gate was 
constructed as an interim flood protection measure. Its purpose was to aid 
in flood protection until the federally sponsored Morganza to the Gulf 
Hurricane Protection (MGHP) project allowed the construction of the 
MGHP-designed structure and lock complex. 
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Figure 1. Project vicinity map. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex. 
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Objective 

To assess the proposed structure, a real-time ship simulation study was 
performed. The study considered the impacts to navigation associated 
with the addition of the lock structure adjacent to the existing floodwalls 
and Bubba Dove flood gate on the HNC.  

The structure will provide ecosystem restoration, prevent saltwater 
intrusion, improve distribution of freshwater within the Terrebonne Basin, 
and provide storm risk reduction to the 1% annual exceedance event (100-
year return period). The structure will also provide benefits to the 
environment, population, and economy in the Terrebonne Basin and 
surrounding areas. 

Approach 

The HNC Lock Complex navigation study was conducted using a series of 
ship simulation exercises performed at the ERDC Ship-Tow Simulator 
(STS) Facility. A detailed description of the process is presented in 
Chapter 2. Results of the simulation tests, performed by locally licensed 
pilots, and their thoughts and comments were then analyzed to decide on 
the final recommendations.  
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2 Data Development 

Simulator description 

The ERDC STS has been the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers primary 
modeling tool for deep-draft navigation projects since the early 1980s. STS 
technology has been applied to over 70 harbor improvement projects on 
the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific Coasts as well as Alaska, Hawaii, 
and Puerto Rico.  

The ERDC STS is a real‐time simulation model. Real-time simulations do 
not have a time scale associated with them. Events on the simulator 
require the same amount of time as they do in real life. A photograph of 
the ERDC STS is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Golding Barge Line pilot operating the STS during testing. 

 

The mariner controls, or cons, the simulated ship in a similar manner to 
how they con a ship in real life. Forces operated by the mariner include the 
rudder, engine, tugs, and thrusters. 

A variety of environmental forces act upon the ship during the 
simulation transit. These include currents, wind, waves, bathymetry, 
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and ship-to-ship interaction. Initial databases are developed for the area 
of interest as it exists today. These databases are validated with 
experienced mariners and then modified to reflect future conditions. A 
more detailed description of channel design using a ship simulator is 
available in Webb (1994). 

Required data 

For this study, data required for the area of interest included channel 
geometry, bathymetry, numerical models for the ships to be evaluated, 
numerical models of the currents, and visual data of the physical scene. 
Dredging survey reports provided by APTIM were used to establish 
channel alignment for all design alternatives. A reconnaissance trip was 
conducted in November of 2018. On the survey boat during this trip, a 
discussion was held with representatives from APTIM in regard to 
navigation in the HNC, and digital photographs were taken that would be 
used to develop the simulator’s visual scene database. 

There are two basic types of simulator databases: visual and 
environmental. The visual databases include the visual scene, radar, and 
Electronic Chart Display and Information System. The environmental 
databases include current, bathymetry, and wind. Current databases are 
developed from the output of a separate hydrodynamic model study. 
Bathymetry databases use the input from the same hydrodynamic model 
and are supplemented by additional data sources as necessary. Wind 
speed and direction are input at run time. 

Design alternatives 

The design alternative tested was a structural modification to the Bubba 
Dove structure. This modification consisted of an addition of a lock 
chamber through the wall on the left descending bank side of the Bubba 
Dove Barge Gate (Figure 4). The purpose of this lock is to enable Houma 
Navigation Canal vessel traffic to transit past the structure during events 
where conditions necessitate the closure of the barge gate. Under normal 
conditions when the barge gate is open, the lock chamber will remain open 
and not be transited. 
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Figure 4. Proposed lock design alternative for Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex. 

 

Data recorded during these simulations were post-processed into vessel 
track plots, included in Appendix A. Mariners were given the run sheets 
at the end of each exercise to record their comments. These are also 
included in Appendix A directly following each corresponding track plot. 
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In addition, pilot comments from final questionnaires (Appendix B) and 
conversations were used for evaluation. 

Test conditions 

All simulation scenarios including wind (magnitude and direction), 
current (magnitude and direction), and design vessels were developed in 
conjunction with the pilots as approved by APTIM. Conditions were 
chosen as to provide a maximum credible worst case scenario (i.e., 
the worst conditions under which the area of interest would operate on a 
regular basis). 

Wind 

The wind module gusts randomly plus or minus 10% of the average wind 
speed, with a 10% variation on the direction as well. Three wind conditions 
were selected for this study. For runs with the existing plan and runs 
through the existing gates with the proposed lock in place, a 15-knot wind 
speed from the south was used. For runs approaching the proposed lock 
structure with the existing gates closed, in addition to the 15-knot 
southern wind, wind conditions of 10 knots from the east and from the 
west were evaluated as well. 

Currents 

Three sets of current databases were developed and used for simulation 
testing: one database for the existing condition and two databases for the 
proposed project condition. These databases were modeled by FTN 
Associates, Ltd1. The current databases encompassed the existing 
condition upbound and downbound approaches for the Bubba Dove 
structure, including Bayou Grand Caillou (BGC). Only the downbound 
approach flow field was modeled and available for the alternative testing 
as the upbound approach experienced negligible flow with the lock 
chamber and barge gate closed.  

The existing condition current database consisted of the observed flows 
with the Bubba Dove barge gate open. Current magnitude and direction 

                                                                 
1 FTN. 2018. Numerical Hydrodynamic Modeling Development of System-Wide and Near-Field Models, 

Calibration, and Initial Alternatives Evaluations. Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex (TE-113), 
Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana. FTN Associates, Ltd. April 26, 2018. Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Navigation 
Technical memo dated September 18, 2017 (Appendix B). 
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were extracted from a steady state run of the above-mentioned 
hydrodynamic model run for a 2013 calibration period. The term observed 
flows refers to flows in the Atchafalaya River, as detailed in the FTN 
report1. The with-project current databases consisted of (1) observed flows 
and both flood gates open and the HNC Lock open and (2) average flows 
with the HNC floodgate closed, the HNC Lock closed, and the BGC 
floodgate open. Currents for this condition were extracted from the same 
2013 calibration period used for existing conditions. The “average flows” 
database was developed using the average flow condition in the 
Atchafalaya River. 

Design ships (ownship) 

Ownship is a simulator term defining the ship being driven by a human 
pilot during the simulation. The pilot cards for all ownships are included 
in Appendix C. These design ships were selected through coordination 
with the Terrebonne Levee and Conservation District (TLCD) and APTIM. 
The ships are even keel, meaning that the draft is the same along the 
length of the ship. The following vessels were used as ownships in this 
study. 

• 6-Pack Loaded Barge and Tow (1,200 horsepower [hp]) – Kin 
King: 655- × 70- × 9.5 ft. The Kin King is an integrated loaded 6-pack 
barge pushed by a 1,200 hp tow. 

• 6-Pack Ballasted Barge and Tow (1,200 hp) – Kin King: 655- × 
70- × 6.8 ft. The Kin King is an integrated empty 6-pack barge pushed 
by a 1,200 hp tow. 

                                                                 
1 FTN. 2018. Numerical Hydrodynamic Modeling Development of System-Wide and Near-Field Models, 

Calibration, and Initial Alternatives Evaluations. Houma Navigation Canal Lock Complex (TE-113), 
Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana. FTN Associates, Ltd. April 26, 2018. Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Navigation 
Technical memo dated September 18, 2017 (Appendix B). 
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3 Navigation Study 

Real-time simulations were conducted during January and February of 
2019. Table 1 lists the pilots and visitors for the simulation program. 

Table 1. Simulation operator and visitors for the Houma Navigation Canal simulations in 2019. 

Name Date Affiliation Session Purpose 

Capt. Michael Jeffrey Orr 28JAN-01FEB 
Golding 
Barge Line Validation/Testing 1 Pilot 

Capt. Jason Jones 28JAN-01FEB 
Golding 
Barge Line Validation/Testing 1 Pilot 

Capt. Kevin Keele 04-08 FEB 
Golding 
Barge Line Testing 2 Pilot 

Capt. Mathew Truss 04-08 FEB 
Golding 
Barge Line Testing 2 Pilot 

Jeff Peña 07 FEB APTIM Testing 2 Observer 

Mitch Marmande 07 FEB 
Delta Coast 
Consultants Testing 2 Observer 

Reggie Dupree 07 FEB TLCD Testing 2 Observer 

Validation 

Tow pilots performed validation for the study from 28 to 29 January. 
During validation, runs are made with existing conditions, using the 
existing simulation databases. These databases are adjusted until the  
existing conditions are as similar to the prototype as possible. These 
adjustments are then interpreted forward to the databases for the 
alternative improvements. The following parameters were confirmed 
during validation: 

• Wind effects 
• Bank conditions 
• Ship engine and rudder response 
• Currents 
• Visual scene and radar image for the entire study area; Location of all 

ATONs1 
• Location of buildings visible from the vessel. 

                                                                 
1 Aids to navigation. 
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Validation began by the pilots transiting through the visual scene to 
quickly verify building and buoy locations. After this was done, real-time 
simulations were executed with the ship transiting the entire study area. 
During these runs, special attention was given by the pilot to the response 
of the vessel due to external forces. Once the problem areas were isolated, 
the model was modified and additional runs were conducted through the 
problem areas. This process was repeated until the pilots were satisfied 
with the simulated vessel response being similar to that of an actual vessel 
in the prototype. The same modifications were carried forward to the 
databases for the alternative improvements. 

Test scenarios and procedure 

To completely analyze the proposed channels, downbound and upbound 
test runs were simulated using all the design ships. All downbound runs 
began a half-mile north of the HNC confluence with BGC (Figure 5), 
continuing to the HNC Lock Complex. Upbound runs transiting the Bubba 
Dove gate began a half-mile south of the HNC complex continuing past the 
HNC confluence with BGC. For upbound runs exiting the proposed lock 
structure, runs began with the vessel lined up with the guide wall of the 
proposed lock structure continuing past the HNC confluence with BGC.  

Simulations were conducted in a random order. This was done to keep the 
pilots interest and not allow them to “get in a rut”. Pilots were cautioned to 
“pilot a towboat” not a simulator. Any maneuver that could not be 
accomplished in real life should not be attempted. This keeps the 
simulations realistic and allows the study to yield accurate results. 

During each simulator run, the characteristic parameters of the ship were 
recorded automatically every 30 seconds. These parameters included the 
position of the center of gravity of the ship, speed, engine RPM, heading, 
drift angle, rate of turn, and rudder angle.  
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Figure 5. Testing area for all simulated scenarios. 
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4 Summary of All Runs Completed 

The proposed widening alternatives were tested for the different design 
ship configurations and wind conditions, as economically justified. Table 2 
includes a summary of all runs completed over the course of the 
simulations. 

The official scope of work for the Houma Navigation Canal simulation 
program contained 20 simulation scenarios. During testing, some 
alternatives were dropped or modified based upon observations during the 
simulations and discussions immediately afterward. Note that these 
decisions were based on runtime observations, not the analysis of recorded 
data. Decisions to eliminate an alternative or scenario from further testing 
were consensus opinions of the representatives of ERDC, APTIM, and the 
pilots that observed the simulations in question. These decisions were not 
necessarily documented or recorded. Also, if a scenario or alternative was 
dropped or modified, the scenario or alternative could be added back into 
the simulation program, if observations during additional tests indicated 
that it would be worthwhile. These means of reducing simulation exercises 
were necessary to keep simulation time down to a reasonable duration.  

Mariners from Golding Barge Line were onsite at ERDC in Vicksburg for 2 
weeks of simulation, including validation.  

Table 2. Summary of runs completed. 

Scenario Design Ship Heading No. Runs 

Existing conditions 
Kin King (loaded and 
ballasted) Downbound/Upbound 10/10 

Existing gates with proposed 
lock 

Kin King (loaded and 
ballasted) Downbound/Upbound 36/32 

Proposed lock with existing 
gates closed 

Kin King (loaded and 
ballasted) Downbound/Upbound 20/20 
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5 Results 

Results are presented in the form of track plots, pilot run sheets filled out 
after each exercise (both presented in Appendix A), and final pilot 
questionnaires (Appendix B). Results will be presented first for barge 
traffic transiting downbound or upbound with the existing Bubba Dove 
Structure at the HNC. Those results will be followed by traffic transiting 
downbound or upbound with the existing Bubba Dove Structure and the 
proposed adjacent lock in place. Finally, results for traffic transiting 
downbound or upbound towards the proposed adjacent lock with the 
Bubba Dove Structure gates closed will be discussed. When discussing 
pilot notes in this section, their comments pertaining to plan designs will 
be summarized. The complete annotations can be found in Appendix A. 

Navigation study results are analyzed by several criteria. First, during the 
run, the operator (at the simulator control station) evaluates the test as it 
is happening. Any problems with the simulator itself are noted, usually 
resulting in the run being redone. Also, anything that causes a deviation in 
the norm of the transit (that does not cause the run to fail, but may look 
unusual) is recorded on the run sheet. After the run, the pilots fill out a 
short survey on the test and can add any comments that they feel are 
needed to interpret their transit. The simulation software records many 
variables about the ownship during its transit, including the ownship 
speed, heading, rudder angle, channel clearances, etc. These are saved in a 
report file and are post-processed into track plots after the testing has 
been completed. These track plots are for the examination of individual 
and composite runs and for querying distances between ships and 
important impedances to free navigation such as the channel edge, other 
ships, and any other objects present in the environment. Note that an 
ownship leaving the channel during the simulation does not necessarily 
abort the exercise at that point. In some cases, there is navigable water 
outside the channel boundaries that the pilots are aware of; in others, it is 
helpful to know the distance the ownship goes beyond the channel 
boundary to analyze if the channel needs to be widened. Therefore, having 
the ship continue is not necessarily regarded as a problem, and acceptable 
data can be recorded beyond that point. 

Due to time and cost constraints, and the availability of pilots licensed for 
the project area, ship simulation studies only conduct tests that are 
considered to be important to the understanding of the project design. 
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These reasons drive the conditions of the tests and are used to create 
maximum credible worst case scenarios. These scenarios include 
extreme combinations of wind and current, but under which the area of 
interest would still be expected to be able to operate. This is the standard 
of practice for maximum conservative evaluation and how all the scenarios 
in this study were developed with input from the pilots and APTIM 
engineers. Therefore, when evaluating the results from this study, it is 
important to recognize that the conditions used were the limits of 
navigability for the project area.  

The pilots acknowledged that a 1,200 hp tow was undersized for this size 
barge configuration. While a 2,000 hp tow or more is typical, the 
simulations presented and discussed in this report are representative of a 
worst-case situation and yield conservative results.  

Barge and tow traffic through existing gates  

The composite track plots and the corresponding run sheets with pilot 
comments for upbound and downbound runs for loaded and empty barge 
configurations are shown in Plates 1-26. Transits were conducted with 
wind from the south at 15 knots, with flood and ebb conditions. These 
existing condition runs were made as a base for comparison with the lock 
alternative runs. The existing condition runs provide ranges for each 
transit that can be used to determine if the lock chamber implementation 
causes a significant shift in the tow transit path.  

Overall, the transit path did not change more than a beam width across all 
existing condition simulations. Any disparity among pilots can be 
attributed to pilot navigational preferences. Even when comparing the 
loaded barge configurations with the empty configuration, no significant 
departure from the main transit line is seen. The one notable exception is 
the Pilot 3 downbound run with the loaded barge configuration under ebb 
conditions (Plate 1). Pilot 3 did not comment on any problems with the 
run. Therefore, his deviation from the sailing line of the other three pilots 
is attributed to either his personal preference for the approach to the 
Bubba Dove Structure or the fact that this was one of his first runs and he 
was still acclimating to the simulator’s bridge control layout.  

The only notable pilot comments resulted from the downbound empty 
transits (Plates 6-10). Three of the four pilots indicated a strong set to the 
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left descending bank, which can be attributed to the effect of the wind on 
the empty barges. 

Barge and tow downbound through existing gates with proposed lock 
structure in place 

Plates 1-5, 27-31, and 40-44 illustrate the simulated transits downbound 
with loaded barges and an ebb tide condition for the existing structure, the 
lock alternative with observed flow conditions, and the lock alternative 
with average conditions, respectively. The transits under observed 
Atchafalaya River conditions (Plates 27-31) showed a disparity in the 
transits of all four pilots, right after passing the HNC confluence with BGC. 
The pilot comments (Plates 28-31) did not indicate any specific reason for 
these differences. Since the runs were successful, these differences are due 
to the pilots’ preference in their approach to the transit. There were similar 
differences in the existing conditions. This also applies to the average flow 
condition transit differences (Plates 40-44). 

Downbound transits with empty barges under an ebb tide condition with 
the same three parameters as the previous paragraph — existing structure, 
modified structure with observed currents, and modified structure with 
average currents — are shown in plates 6-10, 35-39, and 45-59. The transit 
lines do change significantly from the existing conditions to the transits 
made with the alternative conditions. All four pilots noted a set to the left 
descending bank as they approached the structure on one or more of the 
three transits. They attributed this to the flow passing through the new 
lock structure. 

Plates 11-13, 50-54, and 60-64 represent the downbound transits with 
loaded conditions. The range of transit lines are similar to the previously 
discussed downbound runs. The existing structure condition was only run 
by Pilots 3 and 4, but it is not a concern as the transit lines across all 
downbound runs stayed within a consistent range between the banks. 
There were no significant deviations between the transit lines of the 
existing conditions and those of the alternative conditions. The pilots did 
not note any appreciable set to the left descending bank as they 
approached the structure. Pilots 2 and 3 even commented that set was not 
experienced.  

The empty barge configuration was run downbound, allowing them to line 
up with the proposed lock structure, shown in Plates 32-34. This scenario 
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was run to show how barges might approach the lock in the future and 
shows transits similar to those discussed in the above paragraphs. 

Only one set of downbound runs (Plates 55-59, 65-67, and 68-72) were 
run for empty barges with the flood tide condition. The average flow 
condition was the only condition used, as it provided the strongest current. 
The transit lines do not show significant disparity other than that related 
to pilot approach. All the pilots did note a set to the left descending bank 
as they approached the structure in at least one of their runs, but they did 
not feel this was a significant issue. 

Barge and tow upbound through existing gates with proposed lock 
structure in place 

The composite track plots for the existing condition and two alternative 
flow conditions for upbound, loaded barges with ebb tide are shown in 
Plates 14-18, 73-77, and 83-87. Transit lines do not differ by more than a 
beam width between pilots on any of the simulated transits. Differences 
can again be attributed to pilot’s approach (navigational preference) to the 
run. Pilot 2 noted a set in existing condition transit (Plate 16) that he 
attributed to the effects of wind. Pilot 2 made a noticeable deviation from 
the other pilots on the average current condition transit (Plate 83). 
Verbally, he indicated he intentionally drove close to BGC to determine 
any effects from the ebb flow out of BGC. His comments (Plate 85) do not 
indicate any effect. 

Plates 19-26, 78-82, and 88-92 represent the upbound runs for empty 
barges with the lock chamber open and ebb conditions. This situation 
affords extra steerage control for the pilot, as the additional water passing 
the rudder (from the towboat going against the current) makes it more 
efficient. The transit lines are consistent between the existing conditions 
(Plates 19-26) and the alternative conditions (Plates 78-82 and 88-92). 
Pilot 2 and 4 did note in separate runs that the wind provided some set 
(Plates 26 and 90, respectively). 

The alternative conditions, observed and average, for loaded, upbound 
runs are presented in Plates 93-97 and 103-107. The pilots commented the 
runs represented normal transit conditions and noted no difficulties. The 
transit lines for each run are very similar with only Pilot 2 showing any 
noticeable deviation. 
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The empty, upbound runs for observed and alternative flow conditions are 
shown in Plates 98-102 and 108-112. All the pilots maintained similar 
transit lines. Pilot 2 indicated a slight set at the barge gate towards the lock 
but did not indicate any significant difficulty. No other issues were 
reported by the pilots.  

Barge and tow downbound approaching proposed lock structure with 
existing gates closed 

The composite track plots and subsequent run sheets for transits 
downbound with the existing Bubba Dove Structure gates closed are 
shown in Plates 113-138. For all of the downbound transits, runs began a 
half-mile north of BGC and ended once the vessel was lined up with the 
proposed lock guide walls. Plates 113-128 show track plots and run sheets 
completed with average ebb current. Plates 129-138 show track plots and 
run sheets completed with average flood current.  

Plate 113 contains a composite track plot for four downbound runs, each 
from a different pilot, while Plates 114-117 contain the run sheets for each 
separate pilot. These runs were completed with an average ebb current, 15 
knots of wind from the south, and the loaded 6-pack barge. Plate 113 
demonstrates a straightforward transit with little variation in the track 
plots as the vessels line up for the lock. All pilots agreed that there was 
little issue with this scenario and believed there was adequate room to 
make the transit.  

Plate 118 contains a composite track plot for four downbound runs from 
all four pilots. The subsequent run sheets are shown in Plates 119-122. 
These runs were completed with an average ebb current, 15 knots of wind 
from the south, and the empty 6-pack barge. The wind had a greater 
impact on the empty 6-pack barge making for a more difficult transit than 
with the loaded 6-pack barge. Plate 118 shows track plots of the runs 
where pilots had difficulty lining up for the lock. Pilots believed the 
combination of the wind, empty barges, and lining up for the lock made 
this a difficult transit. Pilots believed this scenario was feasible, but unless 
the higher horsepower tows were used, it could cause a possible hazard of 
hitting the lock or flood gate.  

Plate 123 contains a composite track plot for two downbound runs and 
Plates 124-125 show the run sheets for this scenario. These runs were 
completed with an average ebb current, 10 knots of wind from the east, 
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and the empty 6-pack barge. The wind condition made the transit difficult 
for the empty 6-pack barge. Plate 123 shows a large swept path on one of 
tracks. It highlights the impact from the east wind on the unloaded vessel. 
One of the pilots stated that this transit was unacceptable for the empty 6-
pack barge while the other pilot thought it would be a difficult transit, but 
could be accomplished.  

Plate 126 contains a composite track plot for two downbound runs from 
two different pilots. The subsequent run sheets are shown in Plates 127-
128. These runs were completed with an average ebb current, 10 knots of 
wind from the west, and the empty 6-pack barge. Plate 126 shows a slight 
swing out on both vessel tracks for the majority of the transit. This 
highlights a moderate impact from the west wind. The pilots thought this 
transit was challenging but achievable.  

Plate 129 contains a composite track plot for four downbound runs from 
all four pilots and Plates 130-133 contain the run sheets. These runs were 
completed with an average flood current, 15 knots of wind from the south, 
and the loaded 6-pack barge. Plate 129 highlights a smooth transit only 
showing small deviations in the vessel track plots. All vessels were able to 
properly line up for the lock. The pilots agreed that there were no 
problems completing this scenario. 

Plate 134 is a composite of four downbound runs from all four pilots. 
These runs were completed with an average flood current, 15 knots of wind 
from the south, and the empty 6-pack barge. Plate 134 show track plots 
where the pilot had difficulty lining up for the lock under the influence of 
the wind. One pilot landed his vessel on the east side of the lock guide wall. 
One pilot stated this scenario was unacceptable for the vessel.  

Barge and tow upbound departing proposed lock structure with 
existing gates closed 

The composite track plots and subsequent run sheets for transits upbound 
with the existing Bubba Dove Structure gates closed are shown in Plates 
139-158. For all upbound transits, runs began with the barge and tow lined 
up with the guide wall of the proposed lock structure, and ended once the 
vessel completely cleared the HNC confluence with BGC. Plates 139-148 
show track plots and run sheets completed with average ebb current. 
Plates 149-158 show track plots and run sheets completed with average 
flood current. 
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Plate 139 contains a composite track plot for four upbound runs each from 
a different pilot while Plates 140-143 contain the run sheets for this 
scenario. These runs were completed with an average ebb current, 15 knots 
of wind from the south, and the loaded 6-pack barge. Plate 139 shows a 
trouble-free transit with little variation in the vessel track plots, especially 
approaching the HNC confluence with BGC. Here, the barges are subjected 
to the strongest currents in the simulated area. Pilot 2 made a noticeable 
deviation from the other pilots; however, all pilots agreed that there were 
no significant issues with the scenario. The consensus was that the 
proposed lock placement was ideal for this transit.  

Plate 144 contains a composite track plot of four upbound runs from all 
pilots. The subsequent run sheets are shown in Plates 145-148. These runs 
were completed with an average ebb current, 15 knots of wind from the 
south, and the empty 6-pack barge. In this scenario, wind conditions 
appeared to have little to no effect on the maneuverability of the empty 6-
pack barge. This is indicated on Plate 144 by smooth, fairly consistent 
transit lines. Pilots commented that this scenario posed no problems, 
mentioning that the proposed lock configuration allowed for easy access to 
the channel.  

Plate 149 contains a composite track plot for four upbound runs from all 
pilots; Plates 150-153 contain the run sheets for this scenario. These runs 
were completed with an average flood current, 15 knots of wind from the 
south, and the loaded 6-pack barge. Plate 149 shows only small deviations 
in the track plots. The one clear deviation is due to the pilot’s personal 
approach to the transit. All pilots agreed that there were no “set” issues or 
other problems with this scenario. 

Plate 154 contains a composite track plot of four upbound runs from all 
pilots. The subsequent run sheets are presented in Plates 155-158. These 
runs were completed with an average flood current, 15 knots of wind from 
the south, and the empty 6-pack barge. Plate 154 show the transits, with 
one pilot’s path clearly different from the rest. This pilot experienced a 
slide effect from his steering maneuver in the turn. All other pilots 
indicated that this scenario presented no difficulties, and no set. 

Additional upbound runs 

Plates 159-167 show the composite track plots and subsequent run sheets 
for upbound transits south of the Bubba Dove Structure, aligning with the 
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proposed lock structure with the existing gates closed. For all of these 
transits, runs began a half-mile south of the Bubba Dove structure and 
ended once the vessel was lined up in the proposed lock guide walls. These 
scenarios were run more as a “what if” with only two pilots running each 
condition. Results are discussed below. 

Plate 159 contains a composite track plot for two upbound runs and Plates 
160-161 are the run sheets for this scenario. These runs were completed 
with no current, 10 knots of wind from the east, and the empty 6-pack 
barge. This wind condition is very difficult for the empty 6-pack barge. 
Plate 160 shows a large sweeping path for one track, indicating the impact 
the eastern wind can have on a vessel. One pilot stated this transit was 
unacceptable for the empty 6-pack barge. The other pilot indicated that, 
while this scenario was feasible, a tow boat with higher horsepower would 
be better suited for these conditions.  

Plate 162 contains a composite track plot for two upbound runs from 
different pilots. The subsequent run sheets are shown in Plates 163-164. 
These runs were completed with no current, 10 knots of wind from the 
west, and the empty 6-pack barge. Plate 126 shows similar transits by both 
pilots. The pilots were able to use the western wind to their advantage in 
lining up the vessel with the lock. Both pilots stated conditions were 
acceptable for this scenario.  

Plate 165 contains a composite track plot for two upbound runs; Plates 
166-167 show the two run sheets for this scenario. These runs were 
completed with no current, 15 knots of wind from the south, and the empty 
6-pack barge. Plate 165 shows slight differences in the transit lines for 
each pilot. One pilot indicated that conditions were acceptable for the 
transit. The other pilot stated that the setup (to line up with the lock guide 
walls) was a little challenging, but he was able to make the proper 
adjustments in time for a successful run.  
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions and recommendations are based upon the vessel track plots, 
pilot comments on the run sheets, observations during simulations, data 
collected during the tests, and the pilots’ final questionnaires. The final 
questionnaires are included in Appendix B. 

The design alternative being examined in this study is the structural 
modification of the Bubba Dove structure. This modification consists of 
the addition of a lock chamber and guidewalls through the wall of the left 
descending bank side of the Bubba Dove Flood Gate structure (Figure 4). 
The design was tested with all HNC Complex gates open and with all of the 
gates closed. 

Note again that the pilots specify a 1,200 hp tow is undersized for the 
6-pack barge configuration. In practice, a 2,000 hp tow, or more, is 
typical. The simulations presented and discussed in this report are 
representative of a worst-case situation.  

HNC Complex gates open 

The track plots and corresponding pilot comments did not note any 
significant, navigational issues with all HNC Complex gates in the open 
position. Transits were made through the Bubba Dove barge gate and past 
BGC in the upbound and downbound directions with both 6-pack barge 
configurations: empty and loaded conditions. On a few occasions, pilots 
noted a set to the left descending bank side as the tows approached the 
barge gate from the downbound direction. They did not consider this set 
significant enough to restrict navigation.  

HNC Complex gates closed 

With the HNC gates in the closed position, pilots had no significant issues 
with transits made with the loaded barge configuration regardless of wind, 
tide direction, or transit direction. 

The empty barge configuration did, however, present some difficulty 
under the influence of wind. The east and west wind conditions seemed 
especially challenging. This is not uncommon, as empty barges present a 
much larger sail area (area exposed to wind) than loaded barges. In these 
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cases, pilots will simply wait until wind conditions improve before 
completing their transits.  

The results obtained, with the gates closed, indicate that wind is the factor 
causing the most difficulty with transits, and then only with empty barges. 
Loaded barges are most effected by currents. Therefore, since the loaded 
barge configuration transits experienced negligible difficulty, it is 
concluded that currents are not adversely affected by the closure of the 
HNC Complex gates. 

Based upon these results and observations, it is recommended the lock 
chamber modification to the Bubba Dove structure be constructed as 
designed. 
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Appendix A: Vessel Track Plots and Run 
Sheets  
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Appendix B: Final Questionnaires 
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Appendix C: Vessel Pilot Cards 
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PILOT CARD
TUGBA59V1

Version 1
Ship’s name Kin King

Call Sign WDG5328 Deadweight tonnes0 Year built 2012

Draught aft in11ft6m /2.1 Forward in6ft1m /0.457 Displacement tonnes1654

SHIP’S PARTICULARS

Length overall m199.6 Anchor chain: Port shackles Starboard shackles

Breadth m21.33

Bulbous bow No (1 shackle = 27.432 m = 15 fathoms)

21.33 m
view point

16.79 m 182.81 m

174.23 m

Air draught
14.55 m 16.65 m

PROPULSION PARTICULARS

Type of engine Diesel Maximum power kW (883 hp)1200

Manoeuvring engine RPM Pitch Speed (knots)

order Loaded Ballast

Full sea speed 1 279.2 N/A N/A 7.9

Full Ahead 0.8 248.0 N/A N/A 6.9

Half Ahead 0.5 200.0 N/A N/A 5.6

Slow Ahead 0.25 125.0 N/A N/A 3.4

Dead Slow Ahead 0.125 60.0 N/A N/A 1.6

Dead Slow Astern -0.125 -60.0 N/A

Slow Astern -0.25 -125.0 N/A

Half Astern -0.5 -200.0 N/A

Full Astern -1 -279.2 N/A



STEERING PARTICULARS

Type of rudder Normal/Normal/Flanking/Flanking Maximum angle °45

Hard-over to hard-over s5.8

Rudder angle for neutral effect °0

Thruster: Bow kW (N/A hp)N/A Stern kW (N/A hp)N/A

CHECKED IF ABOARD AND READY

Anchors Indicators:

Whistle Rudder

Radar 3 cm 10 cm Rpm/pitch

ARPA Rate of turn

Speed log Doppler: Yes / No Compass system

Water speed Constant gyro error ± °

Ground speed VHF

Dual-axis Elec. pos. fix. system

Engine telegraphs Type

Steering gear

Number of power units operating

OTHER INFORMATION:
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Unit Conversion Factors 

Multiply By To Obtain 

degrees (angle) 0.01745329 radians 

feet 0.3048 meters 

horsepower (550 foot-pounds force per second) 745.6999 watts 

knots 0.5144444 meters per second 

miles (U.S. statute) 1,609.347 meters 

square feet 0.09290304 square meters 
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